We study large-scale, distributed graph clustering. Given an undirected, weighted graph, our objective is to partition the nodes into disjoint sets called clusters. Each cluster should contain many internal edges. Further, there should only be few edges between clusters. We study two established formalizations of this internally-dense-externally-sparse principle: modularity and map equation. We present two versions of a simple distributed algorithm to optimize both measures. They are based on Thrill, a distributed big data processing framework that implements an extended MapReduce model. The algorithms for the two measures, DSLM-Mod and DSLM-Map, differ only slightly. Adapting them for similar quality measures is easy. In an extensive experimental study, we demonstrate the excellent performance of our algorithms on real-world and synthetic graph clustering benchmark graphs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graph clustering is a well researched topic [9] , [11] and has many applications, such as community detection in social networks. Modern social networks are huge and contain hundreds of millions of users and billions of friendship relationships between them. We model the users as nodes and the friendships as edges between them. The resulting graphs are huge and do not fit into the main memory of a single machine. We therefore study distributed extensions of established single machine clustering algorithms. This enables us to efficiently compute clusterings in huge graphs.
We consider the problem of clustering a graph into disjoint clusters such that every node is part of exactly one cluster. While there is no universally accepted definition of a good clustering, it is commonly accepted that clusters should be internally densely and externally sparsely connected. We consider optimizing two established quality measures that formalize this concept: modularity [23] and map equation [25] . Support 
A. Related Work
Existing distributed approaches follow one of two approaches. The first is to partition the graph into a part per machine. Each part is then clustered independently on one machine. Finally, all clusters are contracted and the resulting coarser graph is assumed to fit into the memory of a single machine. The second approach consists of distributing the clustering algorithm itself.
In [29] , the input node id range is chunked into equally sized parts. This can work well, but is problematic if input node ids do not reflect the graph structure. In [27] , the input graph is partitioned using the non-distributed, parallel graph partitioning algorithm ParMETIS [17] . This approach does not rely on the input ids but requires that the graph fits into the memory of one machine to perform the partitioning.
Following the second approach, [24] have introduced a distributed extension of the Louvain algorithm [4] . It uses MPI. Similarly, [21] have presented an algorithm that uses the GraphX [13] framework. Another algorithm named Gos-sipMap is presented in [2] which uses the GraphLab [22] framework. Nearly all algorithms heuristically optimize modularity. The only exception is GossipMap which heuristically optimizes map equation.
Other community detection formalizations have been considered. For example, EgoLP [6] is a distributed algorithm to find overlapping clusters.
Our approach presented in this work uses the second approach. We implemented our algorithm within the Thrill framework [3] .
B. Contribution
We introduce two distributed graph clustering algorithms, DSLM-Mod and DSLM-Map, that optimize modularity and map equation, respectively. They are the first formulation of clustering algorithms based on modularity and map equation in an extended version of the classical MapReduce model [7] . This allows to formulate the algorithms in a much simpler way which is even simpler than existing approaches e.g. based on GraphX. While we only show algorithms for optimizing modularity and map equation, our algorithms are easy to extend for optimizing different density-based quality measures. Our algorithms are the first graph clustering algorithms based on Thrill [3] , a distributed big data processing framework written in C++ that implements an extended MapReduce model. Using Thrill allows our algorithms to be efficient concerning memory and CPU use despite their simplicity. As our evaluation shows, few hosts of a distributed system are enough to run them on huge graphs. Compared to the related work, we provide a much more in-depth evaluation of the quality of the found communities. Our evaluation not only considers quality scores where a very small change of the score can result in very different clusterings [14] , but also the similarity with ground truth communities on synthetic benchmark graphs with billions of edges. We show that an evaluation on small benchmark graphs as it is typically done in related work is not enough, as some problems only occur in larger graphs. Our results show that our algorithms scale well and the optimization of the map equation achieves perfect results on the used LFR benchmark graphs [19] .
Similarly to most related work, we need to make implicit assumptions on the structure of the graph. We assume that data associated with a cluster C fits into the memory of a single compute node. This data consists of the nodes in C and all edges incident to a node in C. In practice, this is only a limitation when a network has huge clusters. In many scenarios like social networks, web graphs or road networks that we consider in our experiments, this is no limitation as cluster sizes are not that huge. Our algorithms can be modified to avoid these restrictions, but this would lead to higher running times.
C. Outline
In the following we introduce our notation and present the quality measures we optimize. We also introduce Thrill and how we represent graphs and clusterings in Thrill. In Section III, we present our algorithms. In Section IV we present our experimental results. We conclude in Section V.
II. BASICS
Conceptually, our algorithms work on undirected graphs. However, we represent all graphs G = (V, E) as symmetric, directed graphs. Denote by (t, h) a directed edge from tail node t to head node h. (h, t) is (t, h)'s back-edge. Further, n is the number of nodes and m is the number of directed edges. Unless stated otherwise, there are no multi-edges. One exception are loop edges where every node has two. One is the back-edge of the other. We require two loop edges to assure that no edge is its own back-edge.
All our input graphs are unweighted. We represent them as graphs with constant edge weight 1. In intermediate steps of our algorithms, graphs with non-uniform weights appear.
An edge and its back-edge must have the same weight. We describe all our algorithms for weighted graphs.
A cluster C is a node subset. A clustering C is set of clusters such that each node is part of exactly one cluster.
The weighted degree deg(x) of a node x is the sum over the weights of all outgoing edges (x, y) of x. As there is a forward and a backward loop edge, the weight of loop edges is counted twice in the degree of their node. The volume vol(C) of a set of nodes C is the sum of their weighted degrees. The internal volume int(C) of a set of nodes C is the sum of the edge weights of all (directed) edges for which both endpoints are in C. The cut cut(C, D) between two sets of nodes C, D is the sum of the weights of all edges (x, y) such that x ∈ C and y ∈ D. As a simplification, we write cut(v, C) for cut({v}, C), cut(C) := cut(C, V \ C) for the cut of C with the rest of the graph and cut(C) := C∈C cut(C) for the sum of the cuts of all clusters. Note that vol(C) = int(C)+cut(C).
Many approaches exist to formalize the quality of a clustering. In this work, we study two popular ones: modularity [23] and map equation [25] . The modularity of a clustering C is defined as
Higher modularity values indicate better clusterings. However, sometimes higher modularity values can also be achieved by merging small but actually clearly distinct clusters. This effect is called resolution limit [10] .
In contrast, the map equation has a resolution limit that is in practice orders of magnitudes smaller [18] . Clusterings are better when they have a lower map equation score. To simplify its definition, we set plogp(x) := x log x. The definition is
The last term is independent of the clustering and therefore does not affect the optimization. In DSLM-Map, we consider a simplified map equation where this term is omitted.
Optimizing modularity is NP-hard [5] but can be optimized heuristically in practice [4] . Only heuristic map equation optimization algorithms are known to us [25] .
To compare clusterings, either with ground truth communities or with a clustering calculated using a different algorithm, we use two measures: the normalized mutual information (NMI) and the adjusted rand index. NMI [12] is based on the mutual information which is normalized by the entropy such that the value is between 0 and 1. The entropy H(C) of a clustering C is defined as follows:
Similarly, also the mutual information can be defined:
where 0 · log 2 (0) is defined as 0.
The normalized mutual information is then simply the mutual information, normalized by the entropy of both clusterings:
The adjusted rand index [16] is based on the idea of counting pairs of nodes that are in both clusterings in the same or in both clusterings in different clusters. This rand index is then adjusted for chance such that when one of the two clusterings is random, the adjusted rand index has an expected value of 0. The adjusted rand index is defined as follows:
.
In contrast to NMI, the adjusted rand index can also be negative. For both measures, the maximum value of 1 indicates that both clusterings are identical.
A. Thrill
Thrill [3] is a distributed C++ big data processing framework. It can distribute the program execution over multiple machines and threads within a machine. Each thread is called worker. Every worker executes the same program. Thrill provides distributed operations which synchronize the workers.
If there is not enough main memory available, Thrill can use local storage such as an SSD as external memory (EM) to store parts of the processed data. This makes it possible to work with datasets larger than the combined main memory of all hosts.
Data is maintained in distributed immutable arrays (DIA). Thrill can maintain several DIAs simultaneously. Distributed Thrill operations are applied to the DIAs. For example, Thrill contains a sort operation, whose input is a DIA and whose output is a new sorted DIA. Similarly, the zip operation combines two DIAs of the same length into one DIA where each element is a pair of the two original elements.
Usually, the elements of DIAs are structures of multiple primitive types. For example, graphs can be represented as list of edges. Internally, this list is stored as DIA of pairs of tail and head node IDs.
DIAs of structures are similar to SQL-like tables. The components of the structure are the table columns and the DIA elements are the table rows.
Thrill supports DIAs with elements of non-uniform size, as long as each element fits into the memory of a worker. This allows elements to be arrays.
Apart from zip and sort, we use the following operations Thrill supports on these DIAs: The simplest is the map operation, which applies a function to each element. The return values are the elements of the new DIA. The flatmap operation is similar, but instead of returning just one value, the function may emit 0, 1, or more elements. A flatmap in Thrill is very similar to the map operation in the original MapReduce model.
A DIA can be aggregated by a key component. All elements with the same key are combined and put into an array. An aggregation is much more efficient if the keys form a consecutive sequence. In that case the result will also be sorted by the key.
In Thrill, this operation is called group to index.
On the other hand, there is also the group by key operation, which can handle arbitrary keys. This is very similar to the reduce operation in the original MapReduce model. Our algorithms always make use of the index based operation except noted otherwise.
B. Data Representation
We represent a graph and its clustering using three DIAs: graph DIA, degree DIA, and clustering DIA.
A graph DIA contains n triples
where v is a node ID and u i and w i are equally-sized arrays. For every i, there is an edge (v, u i ) with weight w i . We refer to the pair of u i and w i as the neighborhood of v.
The degree DIA can be derived from the graph DIA using a map operation. However, it is more compact and therefore using it can be more efficient. It contains n triples (v, d, ), where d is the weighted degree of v and is the weight of one loop edge of v.
A clustering is a DIA of n pairs (v, C). The interpretation is that node v is in cluster C.
We store all three DIAs sorted by v. This enables us to quickly join them by v using a zip operation.
As space optimization, we omit loops from graph DIAs if their weight is 0.
III. ALGORITHM
The basis of our algorithm is the Louvain algorithm [4] , a fast algorithm for modularity optimization that delivers highquality results. The original Infomap algorithm proposed for optimizing the map equation [25] is based on the schema of Louvain algorithm, but introduces additional steps to improve the quality.
Initially, every node is in its own cluster. This is called a singleton clustering.
In the local moving phase, the Louvain algorithm works in rounds. In each round, it iterates in a random order over all nodes v. For every v, it considers v's current cluster and all clusters C such that there is an edge from v to a node of C. For all these clusters, the difference in quality score ∆ v,C is computed. If v's current cluster does not maximize this value, v is moved into a cluster that maximizes it, resolving ties uniformly at random. The local moving phase stops when no node is moved or a maximum number of R rounds is reached.
After the local moving phase, the contraction phase starts. All nodes inside a cluster are merged into a single large node. An edge from u and v is transformed into an edge from u's cluster to v's cluster. This operation results in parallel edges and loop edges. We group all parallel edges into one edge. The weights of the edges are summed up. Loop edges are kept to assure that the quality score values of the singleton clustering on the contracted graph are the same as the clustering on the original graph. On the contracted graph, the algorithm is applied recursively.
The Louvain algorithm terminates if the contraction phase is entered and every node is in its own cluster.
A. Synchronous Local Moving
In the Louvain algorithm, the i-th move depends on the clustering after the first i − 1 moves are executed. This data dependency makes the parallelization difficult. We therefore split a round into S sub-rounds. Every node picks a random sub-round in which it is active. Only active nodes may be moved within a sub-round. The moves in the first subround are performed with respect to the initial clustering. The moves in the i-th sub-round are performed with respect to the clustering after the (i − 1)-th sub-rounds were executed. We call this schema synchronous local moving because all active nodes are moved synchronously and in parallel.
B. Computing Quality Score Differences
To evaluate if a node v shall be moved from its cluster C to a cluster D, we need to know the difference in the quality measure ∆ v,D . For the calculation of ∆ v,D , let C − denote the cluster C without node v and C + the cluster C with node v. Both modularity and map equation allow computing ∆ v,D using just information about C and D and, for map equation, how cut(C) changes. The latter can also be obtained easily if we know the value before the move. We only need the values for the affected clusters because most terms in the modularity and the map equation formula are just sums over all clusters. When moving a node, only the parts for the affected clusters C and D change. Thus, all other terms cancel out when calculating the difference. Only the first term in the map equation is different as it is a sum of all cut values. However, this sum can be quickly updated, too. For modularity, we obtain the following formula:
Since the absolute difference is not required to select the best cluster for a given node, this formula can be simplified further. Specifically, if the set of possible clusters is guaranteed to contain the current cluster, we can drop all parts in the formula referring to the current cluster C. This will allow optimizations later on.
For the map equation, this formula contains more terms. Due to the logarithms fewer terms cancel out:
Note that for obtaining the updated volume and cut values of C and D, we only need to know the previous cut and volume values of C and D, the degree of v and the cut of v with C − and D − . The latter can easily be obtained by iterating over the neighbors of v. In the sequential algorithms, the cut and volume of each cluster as well as the global cut are cached and updated after every move. For the parallelization, we recalculate all of them after each sub-round.
C. Distributed Synchronous Local Moving (DSLM)
In this subsection, we describe one round of our distributed synchronous local moving algorithm.
We use a global hash function h to determine when a node is active. h maps a node ID v together with the number of completed rounds onto a sub-round r v . v is active in subround r v .
A sub-round is composed of a bidding and a compare step. In the bidding step, the clusters place bids for active nodes. In the compare step, the active nodes compare their bids. Every active node picks the best bid and becomes part of the corresponding cluster.
Bids must be attributed with sufficient information to allow nodes to compare bids. A bid of cluster C for node v contains:
and v, and (c) cut weight cut(C) between C and the remaining graph.
The bidding step starts by zipping the clustering DIA and graph DIA. It then aggregates the elements corresponding to a cluster. The result is a DIA with one large element per cluster C. This element contains all nodes u in cluster C and the neighborhoods of these nodes. Recall that every element must fit into the working space of a single worker. We can therefore compute the measures (a), (b), and (c) using a non-distributed algorithm inside a worker. Using a flatmap, our algorithm emits for every cluster C bids for all active nodes inside C and adjacent to C. It can determine which nodes are active as the hash function h is globally known. The generated bid DIA consists of quintuples (C, v, vol(C \ v), cut(v, C \ v), cut(C \ v)). Each quintuple is a bid of cluster C for active node v.
The compare step aggregates the bid DIA by node v. After the aggregation, the result is zipped with the degree DIA. Given the information in the bid and its weighted degree, v can determine which bid is the best. Using a map operation, our algorithm computes for every node the best bid and returns the corresponding cluster. The result is a partial clustering DIA that contains the new cluster for every active node. The DIA is padded to a full clustering DIA by adding an invalid cluster ID for every non-active node. We zip this DIA with the original clustering DIA. Using a map operation, we pick the new cluster for active nodes and the old cluster for the other nodes. The result is an updated clustering DIA. This DIA is the input of the next sub-round.
Implementation Details and Optimizations: If modularity is optimized, our algorithm can be improved in two ways. The first optimization is that the modularity computation does not depend on the cut weight cut(C \ v). We therefore omit its computation and a bid is a quadruple.
The second optimization exploits that, given two modularity bids, a node can determine which is better, without knowing what other bids exist. Thrill has an aggregation operation which allows reducing elements pairwise into a new element.
Recall that for the ∆Q v,D computation we can omit the parts of the equation referring to the current cluster if the current cluster is guaranteed to be in the set of potential clusters. This allows combining elements immediately as they arrive from other workers rather than first aggregating all elements.
For the pairwise reduction the degree of the node needs to be available. This would not be possible by zipping the degree DIA later on. To make the degrees available, they are kept not as a DIA but as a plain array on the worker where they will be required. This is possible because we know on which worker each node will end up.
D. Distributed Contraction
The contraction phase has three goals: (a) compactify cluster IDs into a consecutive ID range, (b) replace all node IDs by the cluster IDs, and (c) combine multi-edges.
Our algorithm starts by zipping the graph DIA and the clustering DIA. It then aggregates the combined DIA by the cluster ID. This aggregation is not index based. To compactify IDs, it then replaces the cluster IDs by the element positions in the aggregated DIA. From the resulting DIA, two DIAs are derived.
The first DIA is a new clustering DIA. It contains pairs (C u , v) of a cluster u and a node v. Our algorithm needs two steps for this: First, it drops the adjacency information, getting a DIA where each item consists of a cluster id and an array of node ids. We store this intermediate clustering DIA for the unpacking phase. Then, it uses a flatmap operation to expand this into one item per node. Afterwards, this new clustering DIA is sorted by v. This new clustering DIA is similar to the input clustering DIA, except that cluster IDs are consecutive.
The second DIA contains (C u , v, w) triples. For every triple, there is an edge from cluster C u to node v with weight w. The DIA is obtained by dropping the tail nodes. As an optimization, we perform a map operation that groups all outgoing edges of a cluster. This map operation removes some but not all multi-edges. After this map operation, for every combination of C u and v, there is at most one triple.
In the next step, the second DIA is aggregated by v. The result is zipped with the new clustering DIA. Afterwards, v is dropped. The result is a graph DIA with (C v , C u,i , w i ) triples. As in every graph DIA, the last two components C u,i and w i are arrays with index i. However, there may be several elements with the same C v . We therefore aggregate by C v . Finally, we perform a map operation that groups multi-edges. The result is the contracted graph DIA.
E. Distributed Unpacking
To unpack the clustering calculated in a level, we simply zip the clustering DIA (v, C v ) of that level with the intermediate clustering DIA (C u , x) of a cluster u and an array of nodes x of the previous contraction phase. A flatmap operation then assigns the cluster id C v of the contracted node to all original nodes v ∈ x, resulting in a new clustering DIA (v, C v ). After sorting it by node, it can again be unpacked on the next level.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present an experimental evaluation of our algorithm DSLM. The source code of our implementation is publicly available on GitHub 1 . We evaluate its running time and the quality of the obtained clustering. We use real-world and synthetic LFR data [19] .
We first describe our experimental setup. This includes our testing machines, the configuration of the tested algorithms, and the synthetic instance generation process. Afterwards, we present weak and strong scaling experiments on LFR data to evaluate the running time scaling behavior. The next set of experiments evaluates the quality of the clusterings on LFR data. It compares the results against the LFR ground truth. The final set of experiments evaluates the performance of our algorithm on established real-world benchmark data.
A. Test Machines
All running time experiments were run on a compute cluster system. Each compute node has two 14-core Intel Xeon E5-2660 v4 processors (Broadwell) with a default frequency of 2 GHz, 128 GiB RAM and 480 GiB SSD. The compute nodes are connected by an InfiniBand 4X FDR Interconnect. We use the TCP back-end of Thrill due to problems with the combination of multithreading and OpenMPI. We use Thrills default parameters, except for the block size, which determines the size of data packages sent between the hosts. Preliminary experiments found that a block size of 128 KiB instead of the default 2 MiB yields the best results.
B. Algorithm Configurations
In a preliminary study [28] , we observed that using four subrounds is enough. Using more does not significantly improve quality but makes the execution slower. We therefore use four sub-rounds in every experiment. In each local moving phase, we perform at most eight rounds. Unless denoted otherwise, all experiments were performed with 16 threads per host.
We evaluate three variants of our algorithm denoted by: DSLM-Mod, DSLM-Mod w/o Cont., and DSLM-Map. DSLM-Mod and DSLM-Mod w/o Cont. optimize modularity. DSLM-Map optimizes map equation. The difference between DSLM-Mod and DSLM-Mod w/o Cont. is that the former performs the contraction phase while the later stops after the first local moving phase. We include DSLM-Mod w/o Cont. because we observed that on many synthetic instances this significantly improved the quality and decreased the running time.
We compare our algorithms to their sequential counterparts. For the modularity optimization we use our own implementation of the sequential Louvain algorithm [4] . For map equation we use the original Infomap implementation [25] with the option to optimize two-level map equation.
We apply a preprocessing step to all graphs. This includes removing degree zero nodes and making the id space consecutive. We randomize the node order. This ensures that our algorithms are independent of input order and improves load balancing. The preprocessed graph is emitted in a binary format, split into several files of fixed size.
C. Synthetic Instance Generation
Our synthetic test data is generated using the established LFR benchmark generation scheme [19] . Unfortunately, the original implementation is too slow and requires too much memory to generate sufficiently large test data. We therefore use the external memory generator of [15] which implements the same scheme but can generate larger graphs. The LFR generator produces benchmark graphs with properties similar to real-world graphs. Further, it gives a ground truth clustering to which a calculated clustering can be compared.
The node degrees d u and the cluster sizes of LFR benchmark graphs are drawn from power law distributions. Nodes are distributed to clusters at random. A certain fraction µ of the neighbors of every node are in a different cluster, all other neighbors are in the same cluster. Every cluster forms a random graph with degrees d u · (1 − µ). An additional random graph with degrees d u · µ connects the clusters. For details, we refer the reader to the original description [19] . We choose the parameters for the LFR graph generation by trying to mimic the properties of a social network. We use the properties reported in [26] as an orientation. For all experiments we choose a minimum degree of 50 and a maximum degree of 10 000 with a power law exponent of 2. This leads to an average degree of approximately 264. Our largest LFR graph with 512 million nodes has 67.6 billion (undirected) edges. For the communities, we choose 50 as minimum and 12 000 as maximum size with a power law exponent of 1. Unless otherwise noted, we set the mixing parameter µ to 0.4. This means that in contrast to previous experiments on the behavior of clustering algorithms on larger LFR benchmark instances [8] , our cluster sizes are not scaled as we increase the graph size and the diameter of the clusters remains small. This avoids the field of view limit experienced in previous work [8] .
D. Weak Scaling
For the weak scaling experiments, we use LFR graphs with 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512 million nodes. We execute them on 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 hosts respectively, using 16 workers on each host. Figure 1 shows the running time of our distributed algorithms.
With a linear time algorithm and perfect scaling, we would expect that the running time remains constant as we increase graph size and the number of nodes. For the variant of DSLM-Mod w/o Cont., the running time actually does not increase much. The running time of the full DSLM-Mod and DSLM-Map algorithms increases approximately linearly though as the number of hosts is scaled exponentially. A possible explanation for this is that the contraction does not scale well. Also, DSLM-Map is approximately a factor of two slower than DSLM-Mod. This is expected as the optimizations described in Section III-C are not applicable to DSLM-Map.
E. Strong Scaling
To complement our weak scaling experiments, we also conducted a set of strong scaling experiments. Thrill supports distributing the execution over machines and threads inside a machine. To investigate how these two parallelism variants scale, we depict in Figure 2 two strong scaling experiments.
We ran several experiments using a fixed LFR graph. For the first experiment, we used only one worker per host. For the second experiment, we used 16 workers per host as in all other experiments. Our figures report the absolute running time and the efficiency relative to the running time with one host.
Using more threads and workers decreases the running time. However, the speedup follows an interesting pattern. When using 16 threads per host the efficiency drops below one, i.e., our algorithm does not scale perfectly. However, when using one thread per host, we observe a slightly superlinear speedup.
The superlinear speedup can be explained by Thrills external memory capabilities. With one host, the graph is reaching the limits of what Thrill can handle with the internal memory and external memory is used sometimes. With two or more hosts no external memory is needed anymore, which causes the observed speedup. We attribute the decreased scalability with more threads to increased communication overhead, as each worker needs to communicate with all other workers.
We conclude that our algorithms scales well with the number of hosts even though having more threads per host negatively impacts the scalability. Fortunately, even though the efficiency is suboptimal, using more hosts and threads per host always results in faster execution times. We therefore use 16 threads per host in all other experiments in this paper.
F. Quality
First, we cluster a set of LFR graphs with varying sizes, ranging from 1M to 512M nodes with exponentially increasing size. Figure 3 depicts the similarities of the clusterings found by our algorithms compared to the ground truth. From the plot, we observe that DSLM-Map finds a clustering close to the ground truth. A detailed investigation revealed that it finds it even perfectly. Similarly, DSLM-Mod w/o Cont. achieves similar results. However, there are small differences to the ground truth. Unfortunately, DSLM-Mod with Cont. fails to find a clustering similar to the ground truth on the larger instances. The NMI is much less sensitive to merged clusters than the ARI. As the NMI is not going down to 0 but is still relatively high, a likely explanation for this phenomenon is that DSLM-Mod merges clusters that are separate in the ground truth. This also explains why omitting the contraction helps: These unwanted merge operations likely happen after the contraction step.
Additionally, we use smaller LFR graphs with 1M nodes but with varying mixing parameter to compare the quality of the communities found by the distributed algorithms with their sequential counterparts. Figure 4 shows both the results concerning how well the ground truth is found and the quality in terms of the quality measures modularity and map equation.
All reported values are averages over three runs.
As the parallel versions of the algorithms can actually move nodes into clusters such that the quality is decreased, it is surprising to see that DSLM-Mod without contraction and DSLM-Map outperform their sequential counterparts by a significant margin. Again, NMI scores are significantly higher than the ARI scores, in particular for the sequential Louvain and DSLM-Mod with contraction. A likely cause is therefore again that many clusters have been merged. One might think that this is due to the resolution limit and that the DSLM-Mod without contraction gets just stuck in a local maximum. However, looking at the modularity scores this is definitely not the case. DSLM-Mod without contraction delivers better modularity scores. For Infomap and DSLM-Map, the situation is similar for all graphs up to µ = 0.7. For µ = 0.8, DSLM-Map seems to indeed get stuck in a local minimum (note that smaller map equation scores are better). For µ = 0.9, a trivial solution yields a better map equation score than the ground truth clustering.
Overall, for these LFR benchmark graphs our distributed synchronous local moving scheme seems to be superior to sequential local moving. When examining sequential local moving algorithms, we noticed that high-degree nodes attract many nodes in the first local moving round. After a few nodes join their cluster, many others follow. In contrast to that, 25% of the nodes have the possibility to join the cluster of another node before any cluster sizes come into play. Apparently this synchronous moving helps to avoid such accumulation effects.
Further research is needed to see if this is a phenomenon particular to this kind of LFR graphs or if synchronous local moving could be a way to avoid local maxima when optimizing such quality functions.
G. Real-World Graphs
To assess whether our results on LFR benchmark graphs are also true for real-world graphs, we perform experiments on a set of different real-world graphs. From the Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection [20] , we include an Amazon co-purchase network where nodes represent products that are connected when they are frequently purchased together (comamazon) and four social networks (com-youtube, com-lj, comorkut and com-friendster) of the online platforms YouTube, LiveJournal, Orkut and Friendster. From the 10th DIMACS Implementation challenge [1] , we include three web graphs where nodes represent URLs and edges links between them (in-2004, uk-2002 and uk-2007-05) and the road network of Europe from OpenStreetMap (osm-europe). The sizes of the graphs we selected range from 334 thousand nodes and 925 thousand edges up to 105 million nodes and 3.3 billion edges.
We clustered these graphs both with the sequential baseline algorithms and our distributed algorithms. Table I depicts the sizes of the graphs, the number of hosts we used for our distributed algorithms and the algorithm running times. Unfortunately, the original Infomap implementation was not able to cluster all instances. On some instances, it terminated because 128 GB of RAM were not enough memory (OOM), or the execution times were prohibitively large (more than 12 hours).
The modularity based algorithms are nearly always faster than the map equation based algorithms. However, this advantage is smaller than on the LFR graphs. On one instance, namely in-2004, DSLM-Map is even slightly faster than DSLM-Mod.
The distributed algorithms have inherent communication overhead compared to the non-distributed, sequential ones. But for the instances where we used four or more hosts, they outperform their sequential counterparts. DSLM-Map outperforms Infomap an all graphs. This is likely due to the additional refinements implemented in Infomap.
Surprisingly, on com-friendster DSLM-Mod w/o Cont. is slower than DSLM-Mod. We observe that on com-friendster the randomization of the local moving can have a significant impact on the algorithm convergence. In this case different convergence in local moving dominated the performance of the entire algorithm.
In Table II , we measure the quality of the found clusterings on the real-world networks. We report the modularity respectively the map equation values. Recall, that modularity is maximized, whereas map equation is minimized. Additionally, we compare clusterings using the adjusted rand index similarity rating. A higher similarity means that the clusterings are more similar. Identical clusterings have a similarity of 1.
Interestingly, the differences in modularity between Louvain and DSLM-Mod are tiny but the results of DSLM-Mod w/o Cont. are bad. This is a significant difference between the These results suggest that the clusterings found by DSLM-Mod and DSLM-Map are essentially equally good as those found by the baseline algorithms. However, this does not imply that the same clusterings are found. For example, many different clusterings can exist with the same modularity value. To investigate whether the same clusterings are found, we compared the computed clusterings using the ARI.
First, we compare two runs of the sequential baselines with different random seeds. As the obtained similarities are not 1, we observe that the baseline algorithms do not consistently find the same clustering. Especially, the Louvain algorithm finds vastly different clusterings depending on the random seed. Comparing two runs of the baseline algorithms gives an upper bound onto the maximum similarity, that we can expect when comparing sequential and distributed algorithms. Except for DSLM-Mod w/o Cont., the achieved similarities of our distributed algorithms are very similar to the baseline. The values are only slightly worse. However, this results was expected, as the quality scores are also slightly inferior.
In general, map equation algorithms achieve significantly higher similarities values. Further, on social networks the adjusted rand indices are smaller than on web graphs. This probably due to web graphs having a more pronounced community structure. This leads to fewer good clusterings. The algorithms therefore automatically find more similar clusterings.
Our experiments show that on real-world graphs DSLM-Mod and DSLM-Map both achieve results comparable to the sequential Louvain and Infomap algorithms. The clustering quality is in general a bit lower, but the variance between two runs of the sequential algorithm and the sequential and parallel algorithms is in a similar region. DSLM-Mod w/o Cont., which performed really well on the LFR benchmark graphs is unsuited for real-world graphs.
H. Comparison with Related Work
We compare our algorithm on the uk-2007-05 instance. The authors of GossipMap report a running time of slightly less than 2 500s using 128 threads on 16 hosts. DSLM-Mod requires 162.5s and DSLM-Map requires 220.3s using 256 threads on 16 hosts. For GossipMap, we do not know the exact processors the experiments were conducted with. That makes a direct comparison difficult. Nevertheless, these numbers strongly indicate that our much simpler algorithm is at the least competitive.
V. CONCLUSION
We have introduced two distributed graph clustering algorithms, DSLM-Mod and DSLM-Map, that optimize modularity and map equation, respectively. They are based on the Thrill framework which allows for a simple formulation. In an extensive experimental evaluation, we have shown that on LFR benchmark graphs, DSLM-Map achieves excellent results, even better than the sequential Infomap algorithm. For DSLM-Mod, we also evaluate a variant without contraction which has great performance on LFR benchmark graphs. The full DSLM-Mod algorithm with contraction fails to recover the ground truth on LFR benchmark graphs -similar to the sequential Louvain algorithm -but significantly outperforms the variant without contraction on the real-world graphs. On realworld graphs, both distributed algorithms find slightly worse clusterings than the sequential algorithms. However, the found clusterings are not significantly more different than the random fluctuations we also see in the sequential versions. Concerning the running time, we show our distributed algorithms scale reasonably well. Overall, our algorithms are very fast and quite memory efficient: For a LFR graph with 512 million nodes and 67.6 billion edges on a compute cluster with 32 compute nodes with 128 GB RAM each, DSLM-Map needs 67 minutes, DSLM-Mod needs only 38 minutes.
Possible directions for future work are to further explore the scaling behavior of the Thrill framework and how to improve the scaling of our algorithms, in particular the contraction step. Revisiting the local moving phase after the contraction when optimizing modularity seems worthwhile to improve DSLM-Mod's performance on synthetic LFR benchmark graphs. Fortunately, DSLM-Mod works well on real-world graphs as it is.
